FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQs)
PREDIABETES
Is a confirmatory test for any of the prediabetes categories (Impaired Fasting Glucose
[IFG] and Impaired Glucose Tolerance [IGT]) required?
There is great uncertainty in the screening and testing for prediabetes. Current recommendations are
based on expert consensus and should guide clinical judgement. There is no clear statement on the
utility of confirmatory testing.
The inherent variability of the tests for FPG and 2hPG can lead to misclassification. A
comprehensive review1 of the reproducibility of the tests used to determine glycemic status indicated
that:
•
An individual with normoglycemia determined by FPG or 2hPG will have approximately a 95%
probability of having normoglycemia on a second test.
•

An individual with diabetes determined by FPG or 2hPG will have approximately a 75%
probability of having diabetes on a second test.
•

An individual with IFG determined by FPG will have an approximately
o 55% probability of having IFG on a second test
o 35% probability of having normoglycemia on a second test
o 10% probability of having diabetes on a second test

•

An individual with IGT determined by OGTT will have an approximately
o 45% probability of having IGT on a second test
o 45% probability of having normoglycemia on a second test
o 10% probability of having diabetes on a second test

Interpretation: You can be reasonably confident that an individual found to have normoglycemia
actually has that condition. You can be less confident in making a diagnosis of diabetes, which
emphasizes the importance of confirmatory testing. You can have much less confidence if a test
indicates IFG or IGT.
This has important clinical implications if you are considering recommending drug therapy for an
individual with IFG or IGT.1 Despite this uncertainty, there is little that can be found about repeating
a test for IFG or IGT. Some suggest only a single test for the diagnosis of IFG or IGT.2,3
When is an OGTT required?
If concerned about the presence of IGT or diabetes in those with IFG, or when considering
medication use, an OGTT should be ordered to confirm IGT or diabetes diagnosis.
It is strongly suggested that before pharmacotherapy is initiated, an OGTT should be conducted to
confirm a diagnosis of IGT.
Is pharmacotherapy indicated in the management of prediabetes?
In Canada, no drug has an official indication for the treatment of prediabetes. However, if lifestyle
intervention is ineffective, metformin is considered the first choice, especially for those who are
< age 60 and obese.
• Medication should only be considered in those with IGT, with the presence of additional risk
factors, following a minimum 6-12 month focus on lifestyle change and depending on the degree
of dysglycemia. Check renal and hepatic function prior to medication initiation.
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Are people with prediabetes at increased risk for developing type 2 diabetes?

People with prediabetes are at greater risk of developing type 2 diabetes.
• In the normoglycemic population, it is estimated that 1% of people over the age of 40 years
progress to diabetes per year.4 This will vary depending on age, weight, ethnicity, and level
of physical activity.
• In population studies lasting up to 9 years, those with a diagnosis of IGT or IFG were ~ 5 to 7
times that of those with normoglycemia at baseline to progress to diabetes.3
• In studies lasting up to 6 years, those with a diagnosis of IGT and IFG were 12 times that of
those with normoglycemia to progress to diabetes.3
Are people with prediabetes at increased risk for cardiovascular disease?
For people with prediabetes, there is an independent, but weak risk of cardiovascular disease.3,5 The
actual increased risk for CVD may be due to other cardiovascular risk factors, i.e., HTN, obesity, and
dyslipidemia, or individuals progressing to diabetes during specific study follow-up.6,7
Should children and adolescents be screened for prediabetes?
The decision to screen for prediabetes is based on the presence of risk factors such as obesity and
family history. Screening should be reserved for children and adolescents 10 years and over. Initial
screening consists of an FPG or an OGTT. If an FPG is done and is 6.1 to 6.9, an OGTT is
recommended. If IFG and/or IGT is confirmed, referral to a Diabetes Centre for individualized
lifestyle counseling is recommended. Referral to a pediatrician should be considered before starting
pharmacotherapy in a patient <16 years old.
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